Minutes from Subject Area Team Games meeting
29 April 14.00-15.30 via Zoom

Participants
- Trine Møller
- Eva Hauerslev
- Hajo Backe
- Mike Hyslop Graham
- Martin Pichlmair
- Jonathan Jung Johansen
- Alberto Giudice

Absent
- Sebastian Risi

Agenda
1. Approval of agenda
The agenda is approved.

2. Approval of minutes from meeting 25 March 2020
The minutes are approved.

3. Information
- Study and Career Guidance
  - Working on campaigns on career guidance and online exams
  - Not a lot of Games students reaching out now – more students from other programmes
- Study Board
  - Next meeting on 5 May
  - The SAT browsed through the agenda and briefly discussed a few of the topics
- Events
  - Nothing for this item
- Students
  - Nothing new from students

4. Games external review
SAT discussed the report.

General comments
- SAT thanked the panel for the interesting review report
- We have to remember that there are very few people in a panel so the suggestions are not based on a large group of respondents. Though, it is important to note that much of the content resonates with the students.
- Some suggestions in the report are very unclearly described
• The report shows that we are not clear enough with the vision – the committee did not understand the programme that well
• We are always considering courses and the programme and we would like to acknowledge that SAT distilled some points worth looking into and Martin will communicate them to relevant people/bodies/departments.

5. DADIU
A few students did not get a seat this year. It has always been the case that there are always been limited budget for seats in DADIU. The only change from the previous years is that DADIU usually carries out interviews to decide the participants. It was not possible this year and the decision was made by rolling a die. But as it is not a rule to have interviews, no rules or regulations have been broken and therefore no complaint option.

Next year Martin will do interviews if DADIU does not carry them out.

6. Summer Games
Martin will make an online event and will talk about Hajo about it. One student might also chip in.

13. AOB
Diversity on the next SAT agenda.